Abstract-Controlling the state of polarization of a light beam propagating in a standard single-mode fiber by means of a lossless and instantaneous interaction is a fundamental effect of great interest for telecommunication applications and all-optical signal processing. In this paper, we experimentally demonstrate light-bylight polarization control via a nonlinear interaction occurring in single-mode optical fiber between a signal wave and a counterpropagating control pump beam. We observe a polarization attraction and stabilization of a 10-Gb/s optical telecommunication signal around 1550 nm for either return to zero or nonreturn to zero modulation format. These experimental results confirm yet another fascinating possibility to all-optical control the light properties in optical fiber.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N MANY fields of photonics, especially in optical fiberbased devices, the state of polarization (SOP) of light remains so far one of the most elusive uncontrolled variable, which can dramatically affect the performances of telecommunication systems. Indeed, despite the significant progress in the manufacturing process of optical fibers [1] , [2] , the stochastic residual birefringence and its associated polarization mode dispersion (PMD) induce after only a few kilometers of propagation, unpredictable polarization fluctuations that can reach thousands of radians per second [3] - [8] . Consequently, implementation of polarization-sensitive signal processing such as high-contrast integrated silicon or microchip waveguides [9] , [10] , nonlinear fiber-based functions [11] , [12] , regeneration process [13] , and photonic-crystal waveguides [14] , [15] are so far limited, thus delaying the development of future transparent networks. In this context, developing new functions capable to control or stabilize an arbitrarily polarized optical signal has become of a great interest in many fields of optics, first in telecommunication systems but also in sensing, fiber laser, interferences, or metrology. Fixing the SOP of light can obviously be ensured by a standard polarizer, but in that case, the input polarization fluctuations are transformed into large-intensity fluctuations at the device output, which is unacceptable in many practical situations, especially for nonlinear postprocessing applications. In order to combat these impairments, a second way to stabilize the light SOP is an active polarization control based on optoelectronic elements coupled to feedback algorithms [16] , [17] . These systems have already demonstrated their efficiency but are thus limited by the electronic response time and are not fast enough to master strong polarization variations [8] , [16] . Moreover, they cannot be compatible with wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) applications. On the other hand, because of their quasi-instantaneous features, nonlinear effects occurring in optical fibers have recently paid considerable attention as a possible solution to all-optical master the polarization of light. Typical and remarkable examples of such a system are the photorefractive crystal-based nonlinear polarizer reported by Heebner et al. [18] or Raman pulling by Martinelli et al. [19] , [20] as well as Brillouin effect [21] - [24] occurring in optical fibers. These different works have reported convincing experimental proofs of concept but have not yet succeed in a real in situ telecommunication demonstration that could stimulate future emerging applications. Beside these works, we have identified in some previous experiments another approach of polarizing process taking place in an isotropic optical fiber pumped by two counterpropagating beams and based on a four-wave mixing (FWM) phenomenon [25] . More precisely, it has been shown that a circularly polarized pump could act as a lossless polarization attractor for a signal beam propagating in the opposite direction [25] , [26] . More recently, in [27] , we have extended this concept to low-PMD optical fibers and demonstrated the all-optical control of the SOP of a 10-Gb/s return to zero (RZ) telecommunication signal. In this paper, we study in detail this new signal-processing device and experimentally demonstrate that it is possible to all-optical control and stabilize the SOP of 10-Gb/s telecommunication signals either modulated in RZ or nonreturn to zero (NRZ) formats. Thanks to experimental observations, we highlight the exchange of entropy occuring between signal and pump beams that originate from the polarization attraction process. We also study the influence of the pump and signal wavelength mismatch as well as the role of the pump spectral linewidth. Finally, in the last section, we demonstrate that our system is able to vanish strong and fast polarization events.
II. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION
The physic involved in our system relies on the nonlinear interaction based on FWM occurring between two counterpropagating waves injected into an optical fiber [25] , [26] . Indeed, it was demonstrated in previous works that two waves, a pump wave and a signal wave, injected with opposite directions in a perfectly isotropic fiber, tend to equalize their polarization ellipticities all along the fiber length; whereas, in the same time, the angle between the principal axes of the pump and signal polarizations is attracted toward a value that only depends on the initial difference between the signal and pump ellipticities [25] . In this particular system, as schematically described in Fig. 1 , it was theoretically and experimentally demonstrated that a pump wave injected with a circular SOP constitutes an attractor or funnel of that systems in such a way that the output polarization of the signal is fixed and stabilized independently of its initial SOP [25] , [26] .
This remarkable polarization attraction effect has been experimentally observed in previous studies where it was highlighted that fiber isotropy was a key element of the experiment success, in the sense that any perturbation of this isotropy inexorably lead to a dramatic decrease in the attraction efficiency. For this reason, previous experiments have been restricted to short fiber lengths (a few meters only) with very intense nanosecond pump and signal waves (more than 50 W) [28] , [29] , such parameters being incompatible with telecommunications applications. In a very recent work, we have reported the experimental observation of such a phenomenon of polarization attraction in a 20-km-long standard single-mode fiber [27] . In that experiment, it was then demonstrated for the first time that it was possible to all-optical control and stabilize the SOP of a 10-Gb/s RZ optical signal. As in early years experiments, the system was also based on the FWM occurring in optical fiber between a polarizationscrambled signal and a pump beam with a fixed SOP, but the technological breakthrough was in the use of a standard low-PMD optical fiber. Indeed, in such a system, the whole fiber can be considered as a concatenation of short and perfect polarization attractors as defined originally in isotropic fiber. In fact, if the local birefringence of the fiber is sufficiently low enough, one can show that an FWM process occurs between the polarization components of the two counterpropagating waves, whatever the wavelength mismatch between the signal and pump waves [30] , [31] . In such a system, it was demonstrated that this FWM process induces a unidirectional exchange of energy between the two polarization components of the signal wave all along the fiber length. A remarkable consequence of this nonlinear interaction is that the signal polarization asymptotically converges toward a fixed value at the fiber output, independently of its initial state [30] . As illustrated in Fig. 2 , because of the residual PMD and random evolution of the pump SOP, the system acts as a succession of short polarization attractors characterized by their own point of attraction. Meanwhile, as one goes along the fiber, the system adiabatically vanishes the polarization fluctuations of the input signal. Consequently, the SOP of the output signal is fixed and stabilized independently from its initial state. Moreover, because of the residual PMD and associated random-walk SOP evolution along the fiber length, the system is efficient even if initial pump and signal SOPs are exactly orthogonal. Finally, it is remarkable to note that, with this configuration, the initial SOP of the pump wave can be localized everywhere on the Poincaré sphere.
Very recently, Kozlov et al. have demonstrated that the most important feature of that system is the length scale associated with the difference L B of beat lengths (distance for which the phase difference between the two fundamental modes becomes 2π). Namely,
−1 , where ωp (ωs) is the pump (signal) carrier frequency. The absolute condition for the lossless nonlinear polarizer to be efficient is that L B should be much longer than the total length of the fiber L. Otherwise, the mutual polarizations of the beams are rapidly depolarized onto the Poincaré sphere [30] . On the other hand, to observe an efficient attraction process, the fiber length must exceed the nonlinear length L NL (1/γP, where γ is the Kerr coefficient and P the signal power) to allow the waves to interact in full strength. Typically, a length of 10 L NL should be used [30] . At this point, it is also important to note that the use of much longer optical fiber than in earlier experiments does not restrict anymore the polarization attraction process to only nanosecond high-power experiments. The system could now be compatible with rather continuous waves, pulse trains, or telecommunication signals with average powers two orders of magnitude below previous experiments obtained with quasi-continuous nanosecond pulses in a few meters of isotropic fiber [29] . Fig. 3 represents the experimental setup that we have used to observe the polarization attraction effect. The initial signal consists of a 2 31 −1 RZ or NRZ pseudorandom bit sequence (PRBS) cadenced at 10 Gb/s. The central wavelength of that signal can be tuned all over the C-band. Note that the initial continuous wave was first phase modulated at a frequency of 100 MHz in order to limit the Brillouin backscattering effect occurring within the optical fiber. A polarization scrambler was then inserted after the intensity modulator in order to introduce random polarization fluctuations at a rate of 0.65 kHz. Before injecting into the optical fiber, the signal is finally amplified by means of an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA). At the opposite end of the fiber, the counterpropagating pump beam, which acts as the attractor wave, consists of a polarized incoherent wave having a fixed arbitrary SOP, a spectral linewidth of 100 GHz and a central wavelength that can be tuned all over the C-band. Note that the spectral linewidth of the pump wave was large enough to prevent any Brillouin backscattering effect within the optical fiber. The optical average power of the pump wave can be tuned between 0 and 1 W. Two optical circulators were inserted at both ends of the fiber so as to inject and collect the pump and signal waves. The optical fiber which acts as the nonlinear Kerr medium was a 6.2-km-long nonzero dispersion-shifted Fiber (NZ-DSF) with a chromatic dispersion D = −1.5 ps/nm/km at 1550 nm and a PMD of 0.05 ps/km 1/2 . Note that the normal dispersion regime was carefully chosen in order to avoid any nonlinear impairment induced by modulation instability effect during the propagation, especially for the NRZ modulation format. At the system output, the signal SOP was analyzed using the usual Stokes vectors formalism and was visualized onto the Poincaré sphere by means of a commercially available polarization analyzer. In order to monitor the polarization fluctuations of the signal in the time domain, we simulate the presence of a dependent polarization device by inserted an inline polarizer just before detection by a 28-GHz bandwidth oscilloscope associated with a bit error rate (BER) or an optical sampling oscilloscope (OSO).
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experimental Setup
The efficiency of the polarization attraction effect was also evaluated by calculating the degree of stability (DOS) of the output signal polarization, which we define as
where S i are the so-called Stokes parameters of the signal and were evaluated over 256 initial polarizations. This definition of the DOS, close to the classical degree of polarization but calculated on a much longer polarization fluctuation time scale, Fig. 4 . Evolution of the DOS of the signal wave at the output of the fiber as a function of the pump power. The signal power was fixed to 26.3 dBm (430 mW), whereas the pump power was tuned between 0 and 800 mW. allows us to characterize the spread of the polarization fluctuations on the Poincaré sphere and thus, to quantify the efficiency of the attraction process. In fact, low values of the DOS will correspond to large temporal fluctuations of the polarization state all over the Poincaré sphere, whereas a DOS value close to unity is associated with a nearly constant and stabilized polarization state.
B. Polarization Control of a 10-Gb/s NRZ Signal
In a first series of experiments, we have evaluated the evolution of the DOS of a 10-Gb/s NRZ signal at the output of the system as a function of the polarization attraction pump power. Important fluctuations of the signal polarization were introduced by means of the polarization scrambler, whereas the pump wave was injected with a fixed polarization. The results are represented in Fig. 4 . The signal power was fixed to 430 mW while pump and signal wavelengths are 1545 and 1563 nm, respectively. As can be seen in Fig. 4 , the DOS of the signal polarization, which has initially a low value, near 0.4, due to its initial scrambling, strongly increases when the pump power is injected into the fiber, thanks to the polarization attraction effect. At low and moderate pump power, the signal DOS increases almost linearly with respect to the pump power and finally saturates and reaches a value very close to unity for pump power above 600 mW. Such a DOS value, close to 1, is then associated with an efficient polarization attraction process and demonstrates the capability of our system to all-optical control and stabilizes the SOP of a 10-Gb/s NRZ signal.
This remarkable polarization attraction process can be more understood by directly monitor the SOP of the output signal onto the Poincaré sphere. Fig. 5 illustrates the polarization state of the 10-Gb/s signal at the input of the system. Because of the polarization scrambling process, the points are uniformly distributed onto the sphere [see Fig. 5(a) ]. When the counterpropagating pump wave is injected into the optical fiber with an 800-mW average power, we clearly observe that most of the points are localized into a small area, indicating an attraction and stabilization of the polarization state of the signal wave [see Fig. 5(b) ]. The efficiency of the polarization attraction process is more striking when directly monitored in the temporal domain. To this aim, we have inserted a polarization depending device, i.e., a polarizer at the output of the system (see Pol in Fig. 3 ) so as to translate the polarization fluctuations of the outcoming signal into intensity fluctuations. We have then recorded the 10-Gb/s output signal NRZ pattern in persistent mode by means of an OSO (see Fig. 6 ). In the pump-free configuration [see Fig. 6(a) ], the polarization fluctuations are transformed into large-intensity fluctuations through the polarizer, leading to a complete dramatic loss or even extinction of the signal. By injecting the counterpropagating pump wave [see Fig. 6(b) ], a clear polarization stabilization is obtained. As can be seen, the NRZ pattern is totally recovered, all the outcoming pulses have now almost identical polarizations, so that the "one" and "zero" levels are now clearly indentified.
C. BER Measurements
Finally, we have focused our experiments on the capability of our system to improve the BER of a random bit stream carried by randomly polarized NRZ signal and detected behind a polarization-dependent component, i.e., a polarizer. Fig. 7 represents the eye diagrams of the polarizationscrambled 10-Gb/s NRZ signal detected at the output of the polarization attractor followed by a polarizer without [see Fig. 7 (a)] and with [see Fig. 7(b) ] injection of the counterpropagating con- trol pump wave. In the pump-free configuration [see Fig. 7(a) ], the initial signal polarization fluctuations are transformed into intensity fluctuations via the output polarizer, leading to a complete closure of the eye diagram and loss of the information transmitted by the signal. By injecting the 800-mW counterpropagating pump wave [see Fig. 7(b) ], a clear polarization stabilization is obtained. As can be seen, all the outcoming pulses have now almost identical polarizations, without additional intensity fluctuations, so that the opening of eye diagram is now efficiently recovered.
In order to underline the practical compatibility of the device with telecommunication applications, we have also measured the corresponding BER of the NRZ 10-Gb/s signal as a function of the average power incoming on the receiver [see Fig. 7(c) ]. The receiver was based on an EDFA booster working at a constant output power of 10 dBm and placed just in front of a 28-GHz bandwidth photodiode. The reference is represented by the back-to-back configuration (i.e., at the fiber input) in circles. At the output of the system, when the polarization of the signal is scrambled and the pump off, corresponding to the eye diagram of Fig 7(a) , the BER is limited to 10 −4 (triangles). When the counterpropagating pump wave is applied (diamonds), the quality of the transmission is greatly improved by almost eight orders of magnitude on the BER measurements for a −30-dBm average power on the receiver with negligible power penalties compared to back-to-back measurements.
D. Polarization Attraction Imposes Entropy Exchange
Another important physical property of the polarization attractor that has to be underlined in this paper is that the total Fig. 8 . Evolution of the pump DOS as a function of the 10-Gb/s NRZ signal power, for a fixed pump power of 800 mW and the same pump and signal wavelengths as in Fig. 4 . Fig. 9 . SOP of the 800-mW pump wave plotted on the Poincaré sphere (a) at the input of the system and (b) at the system output with a 430-mW 10-Gb/s NRZ signal average power. polarization entropy is supposed to be conserved during the attraction process. As a consequence, the signal polarization fluctuations are expected to be transferred to the pump polarization and finally evacuated from the system thanks to the counterpropagating configuration.
This remarkable effect is clearly visible in Fig. 8 , which shows the DOS of the pump wave as a function of the signal power. In the absence of signal wave (signal power = 0 mW), the pump wave polarization is not significantly affected by the propagation through the optical fiber and remains constant at fiber output, leading to a polarization DOS close to unity. At the opposite, when the polarization-scrambled 10-Gb/s signal is injected at the other end of the fiber, as its average power increases, the polarization attraction effect occurs and the signal polarization fluctuations are transferred to the pump wave, leading to a spectacular decrease of its DOS.
This effect is also clearly visible onto the experimental Poincaré spheres depicted in Fig. 9 in which the initial fixedpolarized pump wave [see Fig. 9(a) ] is completely scrambled through the polarization attraction process [see Fig. 9(b)] .
A fascinating approach of this entropy exchange is that the attraction process allows to all-optical impose to a signal beam, a polarization trajectory onto the Poincaré sphere fixed by another. An example of this original feature is depicted in Fig. 10 . An initial 256-points eight-like trajectory is imposed on the input 10-Gb/s NRZ signal by means of the polarization scrambler [sampling rate of 0.65 kHz, see Fig. 10(a) ] and injected into the fiber with an average power of 430 mW. At the opposite end, the pump wave has a fixed polarization [see Fig. 10(b) ]. After interaction and entropy exchange in the polarization attractor, the variations of the signal SOP are greatly reduced [see Fig. 10(c) ] while the output pump wave now describes a trajectory similar to the initial signal [see Fig. 10(d) ]. This original feature of the polarization attractor could find some applications in the all-optical control of the polarization evolution, for example, to impose SOP trajectories or even scrambling in sensing field or polarization-dependent loss test beds.
E. Influence of the Pump Linewidth
In a perfectly isotropic fiber, we have shown in a previous study that the FWM process responsible for the polarization attraction process can occur whatever the degree of coherence of the counterpropagating interacting waves [32] . To quantify the robustness of this system property, we have studied the influence of the pump spectral linewidth on the polarization attraction efficiency. The results are displayed in Fig. 11 , which shows the evolution of the DOS parameter as a function of pump linewidth. Signal and pump powers are 430 mW and 1.1 W, respectively. Wavelengths are the same as in Fig. 4 . As can be observed, no significant influence of the pump linewidth was observed in the range of 20 GHz to 1 THz. Indeed, it was shown in a previous work that, in an isotropic fiber, the polarization attraction process occurs whatever the spectral linewidth of the two counterpropagating waves [25] . These experimental results demonstrate that this property is also conserved in a small PMD optical fiber. In other words, for the range of parameters used in our experiment, the nonlinear polarization attraction effect is much stronger than the linear depolarization, which could be induced by PMD, indicating a great flexibility in the polarization attractor design.
F. Influence of the Wavelength
Finally, we have also studied the influence of a wavelength mismatch between the pump and signal waves. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 12 . The pump wavelength was tuned between 1540 and 1550 nm, whereas the signal wavelength was fixed to 1545.3 nm. The pump and signal powers were fixed to 1.1 W and 700 mW, respectively. As predicted by theory, the FWM process involved in the polarization attraction effect is phase matched whatever the frequency difference between the pump and signal waves, so that the efficiency of the nonlinear interaction is not affected by the wavelength mismatch. We would like to point out that this property is of great importance for WDM applications and Raman amplification considerations.
G. 10-Gb/s RZ Results
In [27] , we have had demonstrated the proof of concept of the all-optical control of the SOP on a 10-Gb/s RZ signal. Here, we improve the quality of the device by carefully selecting the optical fiber involved in the attraction process. As the propagated signal undergoes a strong nonlinear regime, the sign and value of chromatic dispersion have to be designed in order to avoid dramatic impairments on the temporal profile due to the interaction of chromatic dispersion and nonlinearity. It is the reason why, compared to [27] , the fiber involved in these experimental results was shorter (6 km) and in normal dispersion regime (D = −1.5 ps/km·nm). The wavelength of the RZ signal was centered at 1563 nm with Gaussian-like pulses of 30-ps temporal duration and a 500-mW average power. The wavelength of Fig. 13 . SOP of the initially scrambled 10-Gb/s RZ signal plotted on the Poincaré sphere (a) at the input of the system and (b) at the system output with a 500-mW signal average power and 1.3 W pump power.
the pump beam was 1544 nm and the optimum power was find to be 1.3 W.
The experimental results are quite similar to those described in previous sections and prove that our system is transparent to the modulation format (RZ or NRZ) but rather sensitive to the input average power. Fig. 13 illustrates the SOP of the 10-Gb/s signal at the input of the system [see Fig. 13(a) ] and at the output of the polarization attractor [see Fig. 13(b) ]. As the SOP of the initial signal is scrambled, the points are distributed onto the whole Poincaré sphere [see Fig. 13(a) ]. When the counterpropagating pump wave is injected with a 1.3-W average power [see Fig. 13(b) ], we then clearly observe an efficient attraction process accompanied by a strong localization of the points on a small area, indicating a great stabilization of the polarization state of the signal wave.
As in the NRZ results, in order to characterize the attraction process in the temporal domain, we have then detected the resulting 10-Gb/s RZ signal behind a polarizer. Fig. 14(a) shows the resulting signal when the counterpropagating pump wave is OFF. As the polarization is scrambled, the SOP fluctuations are transferred on the intensity profile through the polarizer resulting in large-intensity fluctuations and eye closure. At the opposite, when the control pump is injected [see Fig. 14(b) ], corresponding to the polarization stabilization of Fig. 13(b) , the eye diagram is greatly recovered with negligible intensity impairments.
Finally, we have recorded the evolution of the BER of the polarization-scrambled 10-Gb/s RZ signal after a polarizer as a function of the power incoming on the receiver. The results are depicted in Fig. 14(c) , first, in back-to-back configuration and then after propagation through our device without and with the counterpropagating pump wave. In absence of control pump beam, as the polarization of the signal is scrambled, corresponding to the configuration of Fig 14(a) , all the polarization fluctuations are transferred into intensity fluctuations through the polarizer resulting in many bit errors on the receiver. Consequently, in this configuration, the BER is thus limited to 10
for an average power of −30 dBm. At the opposite, when the counterpropagating pump wave is applied, the quality of the transmission is greatly restored with negligible penalties compared to the back-to-back configuration. 
H. Burst Annihilation
In this section, we have characterized the ability of our system to annihilate a short polarization burst, i.e., a strong and fast variation of the signal SOP [8] . Such a dramatic event is fortunately rare but could be observed in a telecommunication line and is difficult to master with present systems based on active electronic feedback [16] . To this aim, a polarization burst, having a temporal width of 6 ns, was introduced into the initial 10-Gb/s RZ signal by means of a 15-GHz bandwidth optoelectronic phase modulator polarization switch. Fig. 15 shows the intensity profile of the polarization burst, monitored by means of a low-bandwidth oscilloscope at the output of the system and detected behind a polarizer. In absence of counterpropagating pump beam (dashed line), we observe the strong variation in the intensity profile, which could be disastrous for any polarization-sensitive or nonlinear processing function. When the 700-mW counterpropagating pump beam is injected (solid line), the polarization burst was efficiently absorbed by the attraction process, leading to an error-free transmission (BER = 10 −12 ).
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have reported the experimental demonstration of an all-optical polarization attraction process allowing control and stabilization of the SOP of 10-Gb/s telecommunication signals around 1550 nm. Our device is based on a nonlinear interaction between an incident signal beam with an arbitrary SOP and a counterpropagating control pump wave taking place in a 6.2-km-long single-mode optical fiber characterized by low PMD. Based on Kerr effect, the polarization attractor is quasiinstantaneous, with a large bandwidth and almost lossless. We have found that the polarization fluctuations of the 10-Gb/s signal are vanished from the system by an exchange of entropy between the signal and pump beam. We have also shown that such a device is efficient for RZ or NRZ modulation formats and that it could be tunable in the C-band. Finally, we have also demonstrated that our optical device could strongly vanishes intense and fast polarization events as short as 6 ns. Based on these observations, we think that this powerful system could find many applications in all-optical signal processing for future transparent optical networks.
APPENDIX
A short movie of the lab experiment could be found at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XC_9IvTB2bQ.
